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Corporate Governance risk mitigation as a necessary investor response to the crisis:

“Finally, corporate governance arrangements will be closely 
reevaluated, particularly in terms of risk oversight by management 
and boards and executive compensation plans. Notwithstanding 
the elevated attention to governance standards in recent years, 
breakdowns continue to occur. ”

A. CG is important at all times but especially now

Quote taken from “The Unfolding Crisis: Implications for Financial System and Their Oversight” prepared by World Bank 
Financial Systems and Development Economics Depts.
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IFC Definition of Corporate Governance: 
Corporate Governance refers to the structures and processes for the direction and 
control of companies

5 key elements of good corporate governance:
 Good board practices, structure and composition
 Appropriate control environment & processes
 Strong regime of disclosure and transparency
 Protection of (minority) shareholder rights
 Strong commitment to corporate governance reforms

A. IFC’s established CG Methodology
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The IFC CG Methodology has specific tools for each major type of IFC clients, 
blend them if needed

5 Company archetypes/paradigms
 Listed companies
 Family- or founder owned unlisted companies 
 Financial institutions 
 Transition economy companies
 SOEs

5 CG attributes (6 for SOEs)—matching the 5 risks

A. What is the IFC CG Methodology?
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Core Tool—Simple Progression Matrices

A. Basic tools of the Methodology 

CG Attributes
Acceptable Extra Steps Major 

Contributions
Leadership

Commitment to 
Good CG

Structure and 
Functioning of the 
Board of Directors

Control Environment

Transparency and 
Disclosure

Treatment of Minority 
Shareholders

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
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1. Currently corporate governance analysis in IFC’s investment transactions is 
discretionary.

2.  Mainstreaming of IFC’s Corporate Governance Methodology requires that 
corporate governance issues are considered in a structured manner in each 
investment transaction. A structured manner includes:

 5 specific areas of corporate governance additionality and/or risks to be analyzed 
and reviewed at the decision meetings

 A specific linkage between risk-tiering of IFC transactions and the level of 
corporate governance analysis

 Specific checkpoints within each transaction cycle at which the investment team 
will be prompted for evaluation of the need for CG tasks

 Specific tools for use by investment officers to structure their analysis and 
reporting of corporate governance additionality and risk

A. What is Mainstreaming of IFC’s Corporate 
Governance Methodology?
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IFC Cares about Corporate Governance
 Portfolio Performance

— Strong correlation btw valuation and good governance practices in 
emerging markets

 Reputational Risk/Reputational Agent
 Development Mandate

— Sustainable development – alongside social, environmental and other 
elements of sustainability

A. Why Mainstream? 
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B. Element 1: Focus on 5 Major CG Risks in all 
Transactions

To Provide Clear and Concise Approach to CG Risk Mitigation
Our Corporate Governance Analysis will focus on the Mitigation of the 5 
Corporate Governance Risks

Risk 1 The board of directors is not up to the task of overseeing the strategy, management and 
performance of the company.

— No proper “check and balance” of managers – e.g., UBS, Barings

Risk 2 The company’s risk management and controls are insufficient to ensure sound stewardship of 
the company’s assets and compliance with relevant regulations.

— Catastrophic operating systems failure – e.g., Societe Generale

Risk 3 The company’s financial disclosures are not a relevant, faithful, and timely representation of its 
economic transactions and resources.

— Fraudulent numbers shared with investors/capital markets – e.g., Enron, Satyam

Risk 4 The company’s minority shareholders’ rights are inadequate or abused.
— Minority shareholders rights trampled or they need courts for recourse –

e.g., Royal Ahold

Risk 5 The IFC potential investee company and its shareholders have not demonstrated 
a commitment to implementing high quality CG policies and practices.

— Much of what investors see is window dressing – e.g., Nova Hut, Ades Alfindo
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Two Levels of CG Analysis: Intense or Limited

Initial Analysis by Team Leader Early in Client Engagement can lead to 
two possible levels of intervention:

B. Element 2: CG Intervention commensurate with 
risks in each transaction

Initial 
Analysis

Limited

Intense

CGR—Corporate Governance Review

CGA—Corporate Governance Assessment

Intervention
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Reviews (CGR) vs. Assessments (CGA)
CGR and CGA differ in depth, tools, and main actor of analysis

Review (CGR) Assessment (CGA)

B. Element 3: Level of CG Analysis 

Objective Risk Mitigation Value addition and risk mitigation: 
(in-depth approach)

Lead Actor IO (supported by CG Unit) Corporate Governance Officer

CG Unit Site Visit Not required Required (nearly always)

Output Decision book section/covenants Full CG Assessment 
report/Decision book 
section/covenants
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B. Element 3: Level of CG Analysis

CGR (IO) vs. CGA (CG Unit)

 Credit factors (size, type, CRR)
— All deals requiring approval by COC will be subject to a CGA (led an 

officer from CG Unit)

 Non-credit factors
— If deal approval elevated to “director level” due to CG risks, the director 

decides if CGA (CG Unit) or CGR (IO)

 All other deals will be subject to a CGR (by the IO)
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B. Element 4: Taking CG Leadership – The Opt-In

• Directive Roll–out on an “Opt-In” basis

• Director may elect when directive in implemented in 
their department

• All in by June 30, 2010.
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Accountabilities shared between the IOs and the CG Unit

C: Implementation
CGR and CGA In the Investment Cycle

Step 1 Confirm level of CG analysis (CGA or CGR) at CR/ER Stage

Step 2 Conduct corporate governance data collection IO/CG Officer

Step 3 Do analysis and write decision book section by IO/Officer

Step 4 Discuss CG Risks/Value Added at decision meeting

Step 5 Follow-up during portfolio/supervision
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1.Training of Investment Staff

2. Tools for IOs

- Clear, easy to use

3. Adequate staffing of the CG Unit

- Demand forecast

- Field support

- Contingency planning 

C. Implementation Support
Ensuring this is done smoothly
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Core Tool: Review Generator – What to look for, who to ask, where to look

C. New Tools for IOS: CG Review Generator

Key CG Risk #1 Example: The board of directors is not up to the task of overseeing …

Sub-Risk Description Example: The board is controlled by the managers or by 
the major shareholders.

Mitigating Feature Example: The board has a majority of non-executive 
and independent directors.

Questions to Ask Example: Are there any shareholder agreements, 
provisions of the charter or informal understanding 
that specify which shareholders appoint directors?

Answer Source Example: Directors’ profiles, Interview 
with the Chairperson or Corporate 
Secretary 
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 Providing for consistent use of the IFC Corporate Governance Methodology in 
the IFC investment cycle

— Clear directive for all transactions, no guesswork

 Aiding the investment officer in discussion of corporate governance issues with 
our clients

— 5 clear risks and additionality instead of a diffuse subject

 Facilitating the consideration of corporate governance issues at decision 
meetings

— IRM by Approving Managers & directors  will have questions around the 5 
key risks (and idiosyncratic issues)

 Identifying where assistance is to be obtained when an IO encounters complex 
CG issues 

— Assigning a CG specialist to every deal that needs one

D: Conclusion
Mainstreaming makes CG analysis easier for IOs by:
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 Synchronizing the responsibility for CG analysis with the risk-tiered approval 
process

— Uses IFC wide measure of risk, integrated with other transaction 
considerations

 Clarifying the level of CG analysis to be undertaken by the investment officer
— Clear differentiation btw CGR and CGA

 Specifying the points in the investment cycle that CG action is to occur
— Specific actions at specific points
— Additional training available

D. Conclusion
Mainstreaming makes CG analysis easier
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